Blockchain Working Group (CBWG)

Agenda

Thursday September 27, 2018

12:00 PM – 2:30 PM

Yale University

I. Welcome Back

II. Review of Minutes from 6/28/18

III. Differentiation of Crypto vs. Blockchain

IV. Tax Concerns
   • Special Projects for Existing Companies
   • Consulting Organizations with Blockchain organizations
   • New Hires with Blockchain experience
   • Startups or New CT companies
   • Legislative Summation

V. Application Process
   • Who can apply for consideration
   • What is the process for the application
   • Standards for approval
   • Legislative Summation

VI. Marketing

VII. CT as an Adopter
   • Election Process
   • Land Title
   • Child Welfare
   • Others
   • Legislative Summation

VIII. Supporting Organizations
   • Seven Stars
   • CT Blockchain Alliance
   • Others

IX. Additional Concerns and Suggestions

X. Adjourn